Social Media Policy
We use social media channels such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn and on our website Blog to
promote the views and opinions of CSS Investments and those of our Analyst in regard to economic
and political or social events which may have an impact, either positively or negatively on financial
markets. These views may change, and may be promoted but not endorsed by all CSS Investments
employees and are expressed for both marketing and educational purposes only. They should not be
taken as advice or as a recommendation to make an investment decision.
Whilst we monitor our social media channels retweets, “likes” or other onwards sharing of our content
are not endorsements.
Where permitted, we may moderate comments and posts made on our social media channels to
ensure discussions are open and civil. Whilst we want to encourage conversations and debate we
reserve the right to block comments where appropriate.
The main types of content that will be removed are comments that: include offensive language,
personal abuse; put us in legal jeopardy; include racist, sexist and homophobic comments and any
that may give rise to concerns in respect to market abuse within financial markets.
We do not give investment, tax or any other professional advice via social media sites. You should
always seek independent advice before making financial decisions.

RISK WARNINGS
Collins Sarri Statham Investments Ltd (CSS) does not in any of its publications take into account any
recipient’s investment objectives, financial situation, and specific needs and demands. Therefore, all
CSS publications, including Social Media use, are, unless otherwise specifically stated, intended for
informational and/or marketing purposes only. CSS shall not be responsible for any loss arising from
any investment based on a perceived recommendation.
SPECULATIVE TRADING IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS
Collins Sarri Statham Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FRN 483868) and is registered in England and Wales, Company No: 6539190. Registered
address: CityPoint Building, 9th Floor, 1 Ropemaker Street, London. EC2Y 9HT.
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